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Tune vs Posillon WARP simulation 26 GeV

Figure 1: 26 GeV WARP Tune vs .Position data 300 turns
of evolut ion. 1.1Ell plbunch.

We see unstable motion evolve as the tails of the bunch
start growing at shifted tune above the 0.185 betatron tune
( the base tune is seen as a weak line in the HeadTail data
set). It is very encouraging that all three data sets show
shifted Ecloud tunes, though the MD measurement shows
motion in all portions of the beam at the shifted tune. The
MD measurements also show significant spectral power at
low frequencies far from the betatron or shifted Ecloud
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via numeric simulation models as well as from machine
measurements themselves [1] [6] [5] [8]. One important
effort of 2009 has been to focus attention on comparisons
of these multiple estimates, and highlight areas of agree
ment and understand disagreements in the data.

The data [Tom the non-linear time domain simula
tions provides time slice displacements of a bunch, for
the MD data wideband exponential stripline pickups and
sum/difference hybrids are recorded at a 10 - 20 CiS/sec
rate for post analysis. [8]

The first quantitative information to be extracted is thge
oscillation frequency of each slice ( longitudinal FFTs of
each slice over turns) . Figures 1, 2 and 3 show this sim
ple tune vs. slice analysis for the WARP, HeadTail I and
MD measurement. In the two simulation cases , there is no
coherent excitation or centroid kick at the beginning of the
transient - the motion is from the growing Ecloud effect.

Abstract

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

ESTIMATES OF SYSTEM DYNAMICS
FROM SIMULATIONS AND MD EFFORTS

The SPS at high intensities exhibits transverse single
bunch instabilities with signatures consistent with an
Ecloud driven instability. While the SPS has a coupled
bunch transverse feedback system, control of Ecloud 
driven motion requires a much wider control bandwidth
capable of sensing and controlling motion within each
bunched beam. This paper draws beam dynamics data from
the measurements and simulations of this SPS instability,
and estimates system requirements for a feedback system
with 2-4 GS/sec. sampling rates to damp Ecloud-driven
transverse motion in the SPS at intensities desired for high
current LHC operation.

The SPS suffers from an electron cloud driven transverse
instability [1] for inten sities above 1.2EIl per bunch and
bunch trains of 72 bunches with 25 ns bunch spacing. In
the nominal LHC filling scheme the intensity per bunch is
1.15xl1 per bunch and up to 4 batches of 72 bunches are
foreseen to be accelerated in the SPS.

Mitigation methods to control the Ecloud driven insta
bility in SPS operation have been developed via scrub
bing techniques, adjustment of chromaticity, special vac
uum chamber coatings and special chamber geometries. A
high frequenc y vertical feedback system is a complemen
tary approach to the vacuum chamber upgrade, as it could
also cure the antic ipated single bunch TMC instability [3]
[4].Development of a wideband front -end and processing
channel also offers improved transverse diagnostics.

The basic system formalism studied in our design es
timate is a single-pickup transverse receiver, with a high
sampling rate channel which has sufficient bandwidth to
sample the bunch vertical coordinate multiple times across
the several ns bunch length.The feedback control filter is
estimated as a multi-tap FIR filter, though the design study
can explore IIR and more complex filter options.

Estimation of feedback system specifications must begin
with knowledge of the beam and Ecloud dynamics obtained

" Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract 1:1
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I The HeadTail simulation code uses a fixed number of samples across
the bunch, and as the bunch longitudina l distribu tion evolves the sampling
intervals are not fixed in time. For this sliding window tune analysis we
post-process the HeadTa il data v ia an interpolation code which upsarnples
the bunch coordinates to a higher sampling frequency, then re-samples the
bunch infor mation to a fixed sampling interval
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Figure 2: 26 GeV HeadTail Tune vs. Position data 300
turns of evolution. 1.1Ell p/bunch.

ESTIMATES OF REQUIRED FEEDBACK
BANDWIDTH

The time domain bunch coordinate data shows complex
beating with non-exponential trajectories, and we need a
method to estimate the fastest growing unstable modes . As
a pragmatic choice we project data into a linear coupled
asci llator model[ I0]. By numeric fitting this model re
sponse to simulation or MD data, complex eigenvalues (
oscillation frequencies and growth/damping rates) can be
estimated. We can then use a linear analytic model of the
beam to do the initial feedback design and estimation, al
lowing tools such as root locus methods to estimate the
maximum useful gain and design the stability margins[9].
Once a candidate feedback filter and system operating point
is selected using these linear tools , then the feedback model
can be evaluated for select cases using the nonlinear time
domain models [2][7].

Figure 5 shows the superposition of 200 turn slice tra
jectories for the numeric simulation and the linear model
eigenvalue estimates. The eigenvalue estimates get good
agreement for the oscillation frequencies and fit well to the
initial transient growth rates , though they cannot model the
complex beating and tune shifts that occur at large ampli
tude in the simulation data . This linear model is important
estimating the closed-loop system dynamics and response
from noise and disturbances near equilibrium, where the

ESTIMATING MODAL GROWTH RATES

a Fourier basis of spatial frequencies (modes) in the bunch.
Figure 4 shows averaged spectra from the WARP, HeadTail
and MD simulation processed to show the averaged modal
amplitudes over the 300 turn initial growth trans ients. In
making conclusions about the spectral content of the MD
data we must be careful as it has been low-pass filtered at
1.5 Ghz. The simulation data has no such restriction, and
they also show band limited signal components. More mea
surements and analysis are necessary to confirm this obser
vation. Sampling the Bunch coordinates at 2 - 4 Gsam
pIes/sec. has adequate bandwidth for the growing modes
seen in these transients.

Figure 4: Averaged internal bunch modal spectral ampli
tudes for WARP, HeadTail and the MD data, all averaged
over 300 turns. The spectra bandwidth is similar for all the
cases and limited to roughly I GHz.
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Figure 3: August 2008 MD measurements Tune vs. Posi
tion data. Motion of bunch 70 of a 72 bunch batch is shown
for 300 turns after injection . The coordinates of each slice
position is weighted by the charge per slice to attempt a
consistent comparison to the two simulation results. Data
is at 26 GeV with IEII p/bunch .
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To understand the phase relationship between the various
oscillating slices (estimate the bandwidth required in the
processing) , we take the vector of transverse vertical slice
offset on each tum, and calculate an FFT ofeach turn in se
cession. This is decomposing the bunch slice motion into
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tune. More study of the time evolution of these transients
is necessary to draw any significance to these differences.

This analysis suggests a feedback bandpass filter pro
cessing channel wide enough to control both the betatron
and Ecloud motion, and narrow enough to reject the low
frequency noise on the beam. The time delay in the FIR
filter and this tune range control requirement will enforce
a group-delay gain limit on the control channel. Similarly,
if during the accelerating ramp the EcIoud-beam dynamics
changes as the bunch length and energy vary, the feedback
system must be designed to have good margins over the en
tire operating range ( or track via internal filter changes in
synchronism with the beam dynamics evolution).
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Eeloud motion first begins. Linear models are being devel
oped for both 26 and 120 GeV simulation data sets.
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Much additional analysis and system modeling work is
yet to be completed. One vital area that must be estimated
is the growth rates of the internal modes , and a base con
troller designed and validated against linear and non-linear
models. We also foresee an important hardware effort to
build up a 4 GS/sec . back end modulator and power stage
to use in beam testing. This function would allow mea
surement of beam transfer functions via excitations of a
bunch while recording the bunch response in the time do
main. Offline analysis would then allow a transfer function
estimate of the kicker-b eam-pickup system response. This
technique would be a very useful diagnostic, as it could be
made for stable beam below the instability threshold, where
the presence of an electron cloud would be seen in the tune
shift and damping change from nominal.
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ESTIMATES OF FEEDBACK SYSTEM
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

The frequency decomposition into internal modes sug
gests that a sampling rate of 2 - 4 GS/sec. would al
low Nyquist limited sampling of the most unstable modes .
This throughput rate sets the scale of the numeric com
plexity in the DSP processing filter, which is best mea
sured in Multiply/Accumulate operations (MACs)/sec. The
SPS processing 16 samples/bunch per tum ( 16 tap filter) is
6*72* 16*16*43kHz or roughly 5 GigaMacs/sec. In com
parison , the iGp feedback system at KEKB runs full sam
pling of 5120 bunches and 500 MHz , 16 tap filters for 8
GigaMacs /sec. rate [11]. The scale of an FIR based control
filter using the single-slice diagonal controller model is not
very different than that achieved to date with the coupled
bunch systems. What is different is the required sampling
rate and bandwidths of the pickup, kicker structures, plus
the need to have very high instantaneous data rates , though
the average data rates may be comparable.

As each SPS bunch is separated from neighbors by 25 ns
a system which implements a full-speed sampling includ
ing the interval between the bunches would have significant
extra computation. While it is possible to design a system
which stops and starts sampling in synchronism with a fill
ing pattern, there are design issue s with pipelined process
ing and internal clock generators in FPGA devices which
make this an extra complexity. It is very likely that a prac
tical engineering design would allow the SPS bunch signal
to move within the sampling interval as the ramp shifts the
synchronous phase and bunch length. For these practical
reasons it is likely that an SPS system would have com
putational complexity similar or greater than the KEKB
example , with extra samples taken before and after every
populated bucket to allow for this relative motion.

Figure 5: HeadTail Simulation data at 120 GeV vs. fitted
eigenvalue linear model for 200 turns of growth. The fre
quencies and phases are well matched in the two sequences
for this quasi-exponential growth from equilibrium.


